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Due to crime and kidnapping rates,
the US government has advised
citizens to avoid travelling to five of
Mexico’s 32 states, including Colima,
Guerrero, Michoacán, Sinaloa, and
Tamaulipas.
Of these five states, police and
officials of Michoacán have lost their
ability to maintain law and order. The
functioning of the state has been
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compromised, and Michoacán is
incapable of providing the most basic
of needs to its citizens - security.
Michoacán is now seen to be a failed
state as drug cartel violence has
reached an all-time high over the
past several months.
Michoacán’s geographic location
along the coast makes it ideal for
importing, producing, and trafficking

illicit narcotics, like marijuana and
opium. Following shifts in the demand
for drugs and diversification in the
drug market, the country’s seaports
have become perfect entry points
for methamphetamine and synthetic
opioids smuggled from China.
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Several cartels compete for both a share of the illicit drug market,
as well as extortion opportunities presented by the production of
legitimate crops. Michoacán is an important agricultural state and
produces 80% of Mexico’s avocados for export (most going to the
United States of America), representing a US$2 billion dollar per
year sub-industry. Concentrated in the city of Uruapan, which is
home to producers, factories, investors and plantation workers, this
booming trade has attracted a deadly by-product - drug cartels.
The conflict between drug cartels in Michoacán has become
increasingly violent, especially with the arrival of the Jalisco
New Generation Cartel to the city of Uruapan. The Nueva Familia
Michoacána and its former armed wing, the Viagras, were already
extorting the avocado farmers for ‘rent’ or ‘protection.’ A third group,
the Knights’ Templar, has also been operating in the region. Add
to these the local self-defence or heavily armed vigilante groups,
the municipal police (often on the payroll of the cartels), and the
military sent by the Federal Government - and you have a cocktail of
warring factions right in the heart of the avocado producing region,
a relatively small geographic area.
Simultaneously, non-compliant farmers and ordinary citizens are
being extorted, kidnapped, and murdered. Extortion is a means of
making money as well as asserting authority. Uruapan saw a 60%
increase in its homicide rate between 2020 and 2021. No accurate
and reliable kidnapping statistics are available as only a small
percentage of cases are reported to authorities.
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As the security situation escalated between warring factions,
military-grade weapons became the new ‘normal’ in a very
short period of time. These include shoulder-launching missiles,
landmines, drones equipped with explosives, heavy weapons, and
homemade Armoured Personnel Carriers.
Mexico’s President, López Obrador, reiterated the government’s
position of addressing the root causes of violence. This is a very
different approach to previous administrations that sought to “put
out fire with fire.” The President is looking toward social reform in
Michoacán, but experts argue that his ‘hugs, not bullets’ security
strategy is fundamentally flawed as it empowers criminals. Critics
cite crimewaves as stark evidence of the failure of the government’s
pacification strategy. In short, violence in Michoacán is unlikely to
decrease in the short or medium-term due to the state’s strategic
location and lack of comprehensive security policies.
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El Salvador’s ongoing high unemployment and widespread poverty,
coupled with its ineffective authorities, make for the perfect
environment for widespread crime. The country’s Pacific coastline
is the ideal route for maritime and land smuggling of illegal drugs
and weapons, as well as human trafficking.
Unfortunately, politics and violence go hand-in-hand in El Salvador,
and street gangs – most notably Mara Salvatrucha or MS 13, and
Barrio 18 – have a major impact on the daily lives of citizens. The
government and political hopefuls use the fear of violence as an
opportunity to gain public support. By secretly negotiating with gangs
to lower crime rates, benefits are afforded in exchange. These include
better and more lenient conditions for imprisoned gang leaders,
including barring their extradition to the United States, and even
going so far as to turn a blind eye to other illegal activities.

EL SALVADOR

105
Homicides

Per 100,000 of population (2015)
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El Salvador has one of the highest
and most violent crime rates in
the world, peaking in 2015.
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2022 has seen a sudden and extreme spike in violent crime. On
the 27th of March, a 30-day state of emergency was declared in El
Salvador after a 72-hour gang murder spree. Over 3 days, just under
100 people were killed on the streets of towns and cities. March
26th was the country’s bloodiest day in over 20 years.
According to analysts, this sudden spike was due to a failed
negotiation between President Bukele and the gangs. As a show
of power and influence over the Government (and El Salvador),
gangs embarked on the killing spree. In response, the president
declared a state of emergency and directly threatened MS 13 gang
leaders in prison - ‘Stop the killing rampage, or you will literally be
starved to death’. The coming weeks and months will show if the
opposing sides once again reach a consensus, or if hostilities (and
more extreme measures) are to continue. To date, the government
has arrested thousands of gang members, including leaders, who
allegedly ordered the massacres.

STATE OF EMERGENCY
27th March
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30 day State of
Emergency

72 Hour Gang
Murder Spree

3 Days
100 Murders
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What is the impact on foreigners?
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Although the recent murders have not specifically targeted
foreigners, visitors to San Salvador and several other
municipalities - including San Miguel, Santa Ana, Apopa, and
Mejicanos - should exercise extreme caution. The security
situation has been deemed critical and could deteriorate even
further in the short term. Although reported kidnappings are
relatively low, aggravated street crime, carjacking, armed
burglaries, and extortion are prolific.

IMPORTANT
CAUTIONARY NOTE:

Uber rideshare service is available in
San Salvador, but many of its cars and
drivers are alleged to be from MS 13.
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Haiti continues its downward spiral into chaos
and destruction, particularly when it comes to its
security environment. Its already-extreme crime
and kidnapping rates have skyrocketed since the
assassination of President Jovenel Moïse in July 2021.
Organised criminal gangs do not kidnap for
ideological or political motivation, but rather for
pure profit through ransom payments. With no
identifiable patterns with respect to timing, location,
or target profile, victims seem to be randomly and
opportunistically chosen based on their perceived
wealth and affluence.
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Armed robberies of motorists and pedestrians also
continue to increase. Vehicles are frequently broken
into, whether occupied or not (unattended vehicles with
visible valuables being the obvious favoured targets).
Victims leaving the international airport or banks are
particularly vulnerable, as assailants follow and rob (and
sometimes shoot) them as soon as they are in a less
public area. As with other parts of Latin America, there
has also been an increase in incidents where victims are
followed home, and as soon as their gates are opened,
criminals gain access. Residential thefts – including
burglaries and home invasions – have dramatically
climbed, especially in the more affluent areas of upper
Port-au-Prince. Assailants seem to have little fear of
resistance and are even undeterred if a resident is
at home. They do not hesitate to use violence, often
wielding firearms and firing randomly in the air.

HAITIAN KIDNAPPINGS
The Center for
Analysis and
Research in Human
Rights (Centre
d’analyse et de
recherche en droits
de l’homme –
CARDH) recorded the
following statistics:

HAITI

88
KIDNAPPINGS
395
KIDNAPPINGS
225
KIDNAPPINGS
01 January to 30 June 2020

01 January to 30 June 2021

01 January to 31 March 2022
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Haiti’s descent into chaos is hardly
surprising as it is considered to be the
poorest country in Latin America and the
Caribbean. It consistently ranks near the
bottom of the list of corrupt countries,
per the annual statistics issued by the
Corruption Perception Index (CPI).
Criminals are rarely concerned with
law enforcement - not only are police
response times extremely slow, but
apprehension and arrest is highly unlikely
considering the endemic corruption.
Harvard Law School’s International Human
Rights Clinic found that assassinated

President Moïse’s government had been
syphoning money, weapons, uniforms,
and vehicles to organised criminal
groups in exchange for them repressing
political opponents and maintaining
peace in poorer neighbourhoods. Moïse’s
assassination put an end to this revenue
stream for gangs in the area, prompting
them to turn to kidnapping and other
crimes for money.
The Haitian National Police (HNP) is
also dealing with another criminal
organisation called Phantom 509 (also

known as Fantom 509). The group –
composed of active-duty police officers,
former police officers, and gang members
– initially launched during the police
officers’ crusade for better pay, economic
bonuses, and the right to unionise. But
over time it radicalised into an armed
criminal organisation in violent opposition
to the HNP’s high command, and the
Haitian government. Its violence and
contempt for the rule of law, coupled
with its association with the police, have
further undermined public confidence in
the HNP.
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Although a former powerhouse in the Sahel region of Africa, Mali
now finds itself in political, security, and economic turmoil. With
two coups over the course of ten months – August 2020 and May
2021 – the political instability ushered in by the current ruling
military junta has ramped up volatility in an already dangerous
situation. Over the course of many years, the French government
deployed troops to the region in attempts to curb terrorist
activities in northern Mali. They are now, however, in the process
of withdrawing troops at the request of the junta. Although the
withdrawal has been positively received by many in the region
where anti-French sentiment runs high, it leaves a void in Mali’s
security environment. To fill this void, the Malian government has
reportedly turned to a Russian mercenary organisation called the
Wagner Group. Long believed to be tied to the Kremlin, the Wagner
Group is known for its violent tactics and blatant operation outside
the confines of the law. Perhaps this was exactly what the junta was
searching for as a solution to the problems faced in the northern
region of the country.
Mali’s restive north - part of the Sahel region, which stretches
across Mali, Burkina Faso, and Niger - has long been subject to the
influence of terrorist groups. Most notably are ISIS in the Greater
Sahara (ISIS-GS), and Jama’at Nusrat al-Islam wal-Muslimin (JNIM),
tied to al-Qa-ida. Terrorist attacks on civilians, Mali’s Armed Forces
(FAMa), international peacekeepers, and international military
forces are common in the region. The Armed Conflict Location &
Event Data project (ACLED) reported 735 terrorist attacks in Mali
over the course of 2021. These attacks – previously concentrated
in Mali’s northern and central regions – have been progressively
moving further south towards the capital of Bamako.
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These groups – particularly JNIM – are also actively engaged in
kidnapping as a means of both inciting terror and generating revenue.
While the vast majority of kidnapping cases are attributed to jihadist
groups, an increasing number are being perpetrated by militias,
community self-defense groups and other unidentified armed
groups. Although the number of Malians being targeted is on the rise,
terrorist groups are still actively targeting foreigners. In 2021 alone,
three Chinese and two Mauritanian nationals were kidnapped from a
construction site in the town of Kwala, while a French journalist was
kidnapped in the town of Gao. The Chinese and Mauritanian nationals
have since been released, but the French captive remains a hostage.
A number of kidnapping cases have taken place in both Burkina Faso
and Niger where victims have been brought across the Malian border
to be held captive for years - some victims still being held hostage
to this day. As with terror attacks, kidnappings which were once
primarily concentrated in Mali’s northern and central areas are now
moving into the country’s southern regions.
The capital Bamako is also beset by violent crime. Armed robberies,
gun violence, carjackings, and murders all spiked after the coup in
2020 and have not yet abated. Terrorist attacks and kidnappings
that have plagued the northern and central regions of Mali are also
now beginning to affect Bamako and its surrounding areas.
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As it stands, there appears to be no foreseeable resolution to the
current instability within Mali. Furthermore, the presence of the
Russian Wagner Group may complicate the situation inextricably
- it has been accused of war crimes in Libya, and UN experts
have documented many alleged cases of sexual violence and
indiscriminate killing. This history of extrajudicial violence does not
bode well for the future of Mali and its people.
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The Philippines has a moderately high rate of crime, violence, and
terrorism. In 2020, the country ranked within the bottom five of the
order and security index across the Asia Pacific region.
Crime rates were particularly high in poorer neighbourhoods, and
areas with larger populations and higher rates of unemployment. The
Philippine National Police (PNP) reported that the total number of
crimes in the country have dropped by almost 50 percent since July
2016. The decrease in criminal incidents can be partially attributed
to the intensified implementation of the Enhanced Managing Police
Operations following the declaration of a national health emergency
due to the COVID-19 pandemic. However, these figures also coincide
with Rodrigo Duterte taking over as president and spearheading a
crackdown on crime - particularly drug-related crime. His controversial
methods have been flagged by the United Nations Office of the High
Commissioner for Human Rights, citing more than 8,000 drug suspects
having been killed by security forces (2020 report).
In 2020, the 33 reported kidnapping cases
reflected a 61% decline year on year. As
mentioned in the February 2022 Global Insights
report, just over half (17) of these cases involved
personnel of the Chinese-run Philippine
offshore gaming operators (POGOs), with the
remainder (14) being kidnap for ransom cases.
The PNP’s anti-kidnapping unit also arrested
375 fugitives over the course of 2021, 76 of
whom were listed as ‘most wanted’. 23 kidnapfor-ransom cases were also resolved - seven
related to Philippine offshore gaming operator
firms and casinos.

33
KIDNAPPINGS 2020
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The threat of kidnapping in the Philippines remains a concern. Several
organised criminal syndicates that focus exclusively on kidnaps-forransom operate in and around Metro Manila. They typically target
workers or customers of Chinese-run Philippine offshore gaming
operators; Chinese nationals; East and South Asian expatriates;
short-term travellers; and members of the Chinese-Filipino business
community and their families. Abductions of Westerners are less
common but remain a danger. In most cases, victims are rescued by
authorities, or are released unharmed relatively quickly after a ransom
payment is received.
As with other criminal activity post-COVID, the threat of kidnapping
appears to be re-emerging. Data on kidnapping is notoriously unreliable
as cases are hardly ever reported – it is often in the interests of all
parties to avoid public disclosure of incidents or ransom demands.
In some jurisdictions, victims or their families are hesitant to report
incidents to the authorities, either for fear of retribution by kidnappers,
or possible police involvement. The mode of seeking ransom has
changed of late, with kidnappers now using technology instead of inperson payoffs. Foreign mobile applications have become the preferred
mode for both communications and transactions, especially when it
comes to extracting ransom from victims’ families.
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In the weeks following Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, cyber experts
were surprised by the seeming absence of cyberattacks by the Russian
government and Russian-aligned hacktivist groups. In fact, during the
early weeks of the invasion, Russian cyberattacks were deemed to be
‘non-existent.’ Two months after the first invasion into Ukraine, and
experts have had a 180-degree change in opinion. In fact, NATO experts
are now calling the cyberattacks ‘Russia’s biggest military success
to date in the war in Ukraine.’ The extent of Russian cyberattacks, as
well as their effect on neighbouring countries, are now coming to light
and providing insight into the long ‘game’ that Russian protagonists
have been playing. Russia’s cyberattacks prior to the invasion suggest
strategic and systemic preparations, and it is likely that access to
Ukrainian networks happened months ago.
The reported cyber operations began in January 2022 when
ransomware attacks – similar to the NotPetya attacks discussed
in our March 2022 Global Insights – were discovered on systems
throughout Ukraine (including the Foreign Ministry and networks
used by the Ukrainian cabinet). Simultaneously, the Belarusian threat
actor - UNC1151 - conducted a coordinated cyberattack on more than
70 Ukrainian governmental websites. The Russian military intelligence
agency, GRU, has been linked to denial of service (DDoS) attacks
distributed in February 2022 against Ukrainian banking and defence
websites. On February 24th - the day of the invasion - cyberattacks
on Ukrainian government systems as well as a major satellite provider
caused widespread outages throughout Ukraine. It is reported that in
one day Russia deployed more malware than ALL global cyber powers
usually collectively deploy in a year!
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Since then, numerous attacks against military personnel as well as
governmental networks and websites have been launched, including
destructive malware that is purportedly being released on a weekly
basis.
Why is it that initial reports indicated that Russia’s anticipated cyberwar
was an abject failure, when it has now clearly proven to be a multidimensional, long-term attack that continues to this day?
Firstly, it was assumed that Russia’s failure to bring down Ukraine’s
entire electrical grid and telecom system was due to their error or
oversight. Instead, this was most likely a strategic decision with the
Russians recognising that they would need access to these services
when on Ukrainian territory. In addition to this, NATO’s cyber experts
presumed to know what a cyberwar would look like. As Russia’s cyber
operations did not fit their model, they were deemed to have failed.
This is clearly far from true.
The world must now actively monitor these cyber-operations, as
they have unsurprisingly crossed borders to affect many people and
companies beyond Ukraine. The Belarusian threat actor UNC1151 was
linked to attacks on Ukrainian targets, as well as the Polish military and
government. UNC1151 has also been linked to attempted cyberattacks
against European government personnel aiding Ukrainian refugees.
Furthermore, a cyberattack on February 23rd deployed pieces
of malware that spread and affected other Baltic countries. With
precedents like these set in the first months of the invasion, the world
can expect more cyberattacks which are likely to extend in both range
and impact.
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The Bay of Campeche, located off the
Atlantic coast of Mexico in the southern
Gulf of Mexico, is home to the majority of
Mexico’s oil reserves. 200 oil platforms
and the supply vessels that service them
have become favoured targets for pirates
over recent years. Unlike other areas in the
world, these attacks have not ultimately
ended with the kidnapping of the vessels’
crewmembers. This, coupled with the fact
that these pirates typically do not inflict
serious injuries, is why they have avoided
the serious attention of national and
international law enforcement agencies
for such a long time. The typical modus
operandi is for a team of up to 15 pirates,
operating fast-moving and agile boats, to
approach and board platforms and ships
at night. These boats are often disguised
to be local fishermen or law enforcement
officials to avoid detection and are

reported to carry a variety of weapons
such as knives, assault rifles, machetes,
and shotguns. Once onboard, the pirates
hold the crewmembers at gunpoint while
stealing high-value items to resell on the
black market.
Between 2015 and 2021, the number of
these attacks increased exponentially
- some years recording an astonishing
increase of 300%! In fact, in 2020 the
coast of Mexico recorded more piracy
attacks than the coast of Somalia. These
attacks became so frequent that in
mid-2020 the United States Maritime
Association, as well as the US Department
of State, issued warnings for anyone
traversing the area. Despite the Mexican
Navy concentrating surveillance and
patrols in the area, the World Maritime
University has reported that the average

response time to emergency calls is two
hours. Attacks over the course of 2021
show that these measures have been
ineffective in curbing the increasing
level of piracy. The US Naval Intelligence
office also has reason to believe that
many incidents of piracy continue to go
unreported, indicating that piracy in the
area continues to be a problem.
Cited reasons for the increase in piracy
in the waters of the Gulf of Mexico
include the relatively low number of
piracy-related arrests, which is a source
of encouragement for pirates; possible
government corruption; and the impact
of COVID-19. Lockdowns and their
associated economic hardships, as well
as fewer well-secured offshore rigs, have
contributed to the rise in frequency of
attacks.
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